FoundryMaster
Creating OpenType Font Variations
In this brief manual the data ﬂow for creating a variable font is explained. Please note that the
current version of FoundryMaster is beta still. Hence the operation is preliminary and requires
some attention. This will be fixed and improved later. As example we have used the urw
Geometric font family and the following weights for the creation of the variable font:
G081011T
G081013T
G081019T
G081041T
G081041T
G081049T
G081081T
G081083T
G081089T

urw Geometric Thin
urw Geometric Regular
urw Geometric Black
urw Geometric Condensed Thin
urw Geometric Condensed Regular
urw Geometric Condensed Black
urw Geometric Expanded Thin
urw Geometric Expanded Regular
urw Geometric Expanded Black

The embolded urw Geometric Regular is the master font.

①
②

Step 1: Create your master font and all the Instances necessary to define the axis and
corrections.
Step 2: Check the isomorphism of the fonts.

Isomorphism (biology): similarity or identity of form, shape, or structure .

Here it is used as a term to decribe that two glyphs have:
– the same number of points,
– the same sequence of control and anchor points,
– the same number of contours,
– the same ordering of the contours,
– the same sense of rotation of all contours,
– the same location of the start point.

In FoundryMaster we have introduced the option in the side by side viewer to check
whether glyphs are isomorphic .

We have also introduced advanced functions to make two glyphs isomorphic using the
interpolation tool in the glyph editor. This will be described below.
On the next page you will see the side‐by‐side viewer for the nine fonts mentioned above.

Open all fonts in FoundryMaster (the master font ﬁrst):

Isomorphic characters are displayed in green (if the isomorphy check box is activated).

Characters that are not isomorphic will be displayed in red (if the ‘isomorphism’ check box is activated):

These contours can be edited in the interpolation tool of the glyph editor:

The parts of the outline that do not match are colored yellow to indicate that this problem can be
ﬁxed automatically.
Make sure all glyphs are isomorphic before making the next step!

③ Step 3 : Create ttf font
The master font (which must have been opened ﬁrst and has to be the first in the list of open fonts)
can be converted into a ttf font as usual now. Please select a layout file (.cha) , a meta data file (.ufm)
and open the ‘Create ttf’ dialogue:

Click on ‘More…’ and select the ‘Variation’ page:

Now set the check box ‘create variable font’ (top left) and add the required axis by clicking on the ‘+’
sign. By default the program will ﬁrst add the weight axis, second the width axis and then the opsz, slant
and ital axis. These are all not required, i.e., they can be deleted (with the ‘-’) or edited. Next an unkown
axis will be added that has to edited (for example ‘spac’).

This allows to create the required axis for your variation font. In this case we need only the axis width
and weight.
 Currently the min and max values for the axis must agree with the existing instances which are
used to create the font. This will be modified in future.

A thin and a black weight have been created here, resulting in weight min and max of 200 and 900
and we have an expanded and condensed weight, resulting in 75 and 125 for the width axis.

As a next step ﬁll in the names, width and weight values for the font instances, which will be used
to create the variable font –in our case nine instances– including the master font.
 This information will be stored and partly automatically filled in in future. Currently we try to
get the information of the width and the weight and the name from the meta file (.ufm) and the
‘PCWeight’ and ‘WidthClass’ entries.

After selecting the names and the values please click ‘ok’. Back in the ttf font generation menu
click on ‘make’.

The font can be checked with OTMaster, of course.

